Dreams
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Gary Culley

**Intro:** 4 bars of E

E
I’ve dreamt about travelling ever since I was a kid
E                    E7                A
Me and my old Gibson singing song’s that we lived out on the road
A                     E             B
Out on the road
E
I sit in my Dad’s Chevy and pretend it was a bus
E                     E7                A
Driving to another town, sing songs I loved to the crowds
A                       E
Man I can hear the crowds

**Chorus:**

A                      E
And I’d Dream_____________ That’s what I do
A                    B
And I find Peace_____________ In hopes they come true
B                      E
Ain’t gonna die till they do.

E
Time sure get’s moving the older I get
E                     E7                A
Always have a lot to do and at times I forget what makes me smile
A                       E
How the music makes me smile
E
Now I’ve played a lot of stages and wrote a lot of songs
E                    E7                A
My heart it’s been broken but still I travel on down the road
A                       E
Still traveling down this road

Repeat Chorus

**Solo:**

E      E      E      E      E
A      A      E      E
A      A      E      E

Repeat Chorus